I AM ACTIFY CENTRO
Enterprise Information Management

Manage Product Data
Centro is an Integration Platform and Central Repository for discrete manufacturers’ product data to enable
Enterprise Data Discovery.
Centro integrates many line of business systems and databases in order to deliver a centralized and unified
view of your product data which enables the rapid retrieval of vital information and business insights.

Visibility to product data
Centro delivers a single unified platform that significantly speeds up enterprise data access, visible
through a browser on a variety of hardware. Centro delivers a unified view of product data and
associated documentation, including CAD.

Rapidly search and find information
Centro Catalog is a platform for searching and displaying projects and parts, with powerful search tools
used to filter through thousands of parts based on key product attributes to rapidly locate and view
your results at a glance.

Compare, analyze and validate data
Centro is a toolbox of functions for viewing, comparing and interrogating data available within the
application at the user’s disposal. Delivering side by side comparison of available product data, SpinFire
Web delivers CAD viewing within the application to enable view, measure and mark-up of CAD files.

Control, giving the right people access to the right data
Centro delivers out of the box control by defining user based access rights and permissions so you have
peace of mind that the right people get access to the right data. Control is critical to any enterprise data
management platform in order to control what information is shared either internally or with external
partners.
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CENTRO

Integration Platform

Centro’s Integration platform allows the business user to self-service and create connections between
systems and applications to rapidly scale the visibility and availability of data across the enterprise.
Centro enables the business user to construct information pipelines to automate the publishing of any
modifications and ensure concurrency of files and data. This gives organizations the ability to synchronize
their product data to eliminate duplicate parts and data inaccuracies caused by disparate information silos

Flexibility
Centro is flexible, handling different types of integrations and managing different file formats,
connecting to virtually any data source in a non-intrusive manner and is CAD application neutral. Centro
supports integrations with enterprise systems such as ERP, PLM and other databases within both cloud
and legacy systems.

Self-Service
Centro’s pipeline editor delivers a user friendly interface with ‘drag & drop’ functionality to simply
configure pipeline actions. This gives business users the ability to self-service their own information
integrations by connecting their data source to Centro.

Automation
Pipeline actions are either continually monitoring a file directory for modifications or scheduled to
perform the data import across multiple data sources in an automated and orchestrated fashion.
Centro automates the synchronization of your product data from your enterprise system to Centro.

Control
Centro delivers user based access rights and permissions to ensure that authorized personnel are
responsible for managing and deploying pipelines to ensure that the organizations resources are
consumed effectively and to mitigate known peak operating times.
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